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About This Game

You drift around a corner at 500 mph, activate turbo boost, and blast through the sound barrier. You lock eyes on your
opponent, and the lasers mounted on your hood follow your vision. A few crisp bursts and you’re dodging a tumbling mass of
fire. No time to marvel--that next corner is coming fast as you race on a track with more twists and loops than a roller coaster.

Welcome to hyperspeed combat racing. Welcome to Bank Limit.

Many ways to play
Supports Oculus, Vive and traditional 2D displays. Uses both Oculus and Vive native libraries to support platform-specific
features such as Asynchronous Time Warp. Plug and play with Xbox 360, Xbox One, Vive, Keyboard & Mouse and Steam

Controllers.

Cross-platform multiplayer
Play with your friends and frenemies. Everyone plays together whether you have a VR headset or not.

Take flight at will
Disengage from the track, soar over your opponents, and then lock back down to secure victory.

Fastest game ever
With top speeds ranging from 800 to 10,000 mph, discover what true hyperspeed racing feels like.

With 20 Tracks for combat racing, 3 Battle Arenas for deathmatch play, and 9 weapons for destruction, the possibilities for
mayhem are endless. Bank Limit: Advanced Battle Racing will be supported post-launch with new content that players will be
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able to vote on.
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Title: Bank Limit : Advanced Battle Racing
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Tastee Beverage Studios, LLC
Publisher:
Tastee Beverage Studios, LLC
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Window 7

Processor: i5 4590 or AMD 8350 FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum specs for VR support

English
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Hello everyone,

At the moment, its still missing the multiplayer, which will really make this game worth it. Right now its just target practice and
dualing agaist computer opponets. It would also be cool to see western style shoot outs like on a train or in a Saloon or
something. Check out my Video Gameplay\/ First Look Here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/Ti1aVQkCnyA. A fun twin-shooter that
reminds you that bouncing is a blast. A definite recommend to shmup fans ^_^

https:\/\/youtu.be\/m_jzjYHVao4. I love this game, the mechanics are great and the game play is awesome, very difficult to be
quite honest but I've been waiting to get this since the very day it arrived. Though I didn't have A computer. However! this game
is very buggy. I've reinstalled the game multiple times but when you get expelled from the system I came back to see nothing but
A black screen and a dot. Is it part of the Story? Im confused and frustrated that it keeps bugging out. But with all that out of the
way it really is an enjoyable game.. Fun little game for 3 bucks, weird that the reviews aren't better. Will be throwing people in
this for vive demos for sure.. I beat the 30 levels in under an hour, most of the levels are fairly easy but some of them are
extremely hard.
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Bought this for 2 friends and me. On my high end system it does not start single player somehow when i click.
=(. never works says syncing then right back to square one. Latest 10\/1 - From a quick play this evening, it looks like all the
bugs with turn zero have been fixed, and so I am happy to recommend this expansion to Twilight Struggle.

It offers numerous 'what if' scenarios which are both thought provoking and enable the early game which can so often form a
predictable pattern to be a lot more varied.

It does however create the possibilities of incredibly lop-sided scenarios, so I wouldn't recommend it for tournament or
competitive play.

Bugs fixed so far:

 'One Small Step...' new card design has 3 Ops written on it (still plays as 2 though)

'First Lightning' card reduces DEFCON when played on Space Race, and playing the card for the Ops as the US does not
remove the card despite it being asterisked. Also AI does not recognise this as a DEFCON suicide card.

Turn Zero events that supposedly cancel the effects of 'Blockade' and 'Socialist Governments' on T1& T2 don't work - both of
these events have occurred after supposedly being disabled by VE Day and 1945 election.

'Unable to switch games while in the crisis phase of Turn Zero as the crisis overlay vanishes when you return to the game.

 Unaligned movement card doesn't work properly.

Petrov card says 2 ops on card graphic, but is 3ops ingame.

Issues with 'Allied Berlin' scoring card (rules & graphics)

In the new space race, 'eagle\/bear is landed' lets you place influence in enemy controlled countries at cost of 1op once per turn
when tracker says once per action round.

Thanks to DodgerWalker \/ Edgeofnothing \/ bblum \/ soroltkileny on reddit for spotting the issues.. I spent 10 cents on this
game and that was too much. Don't waste your time.. Okish worms clone. I didn't like the UI.. I was so excited to get this game
because based from other gameplays i've watched, it looks like a cool horror game. I love the simplicity of the game and the
pencil-like artstyle. The reviews are also majorly positive and gets a decent metacritic score as well. In fact, this is the 1st horror
game i've played alone. I also am a fan point and click games. When this was on sale, I bought it right away. i thought this was
gonna be amazing but turns out i was wrong.

Finished it in under 100 minutes and i got the ending where my sister was my wife and ended up leaving me. The ending was so
absurd and makes no sense which he ended up what i think was the inside of an eyeball and curled up on the surface, then cuts
to when he appears to be what seems like an office reading a note from her 'wife' who apparently leaving him and that's exactly
the whole ending. The credits immediately rolled up.

The game itself felt plain and too linear. The gameplay was scary at the beginning but as it progresses, it gets extremely boring
and repetitive. The controls are easy and simple. The main issue is you always end up seeing the same handful of rooms over
and over to occasionally be interrupted by a psych ward or forest, but i wish more was done with the forest to change the
monotony of the scenery. I understand the idea of a never-ending nightmare that loops, but there's far too little change in
environment and setting to keep the players engaged. There are 3 different endings that completely answered no questions and
left me even feeling more confused. I don't think they're worth finding out but if you want to waste your time, then go ahead.

With all that said, it's a lie if i say i didn't enjoy it, it is an unsettling experience for me, but i do felt like the creator could do
way more than this because i see a lot of potentials in it. I truly expected a lot from Neverending Nightmares. I was so
disappointed they wasted it
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Still it's not a bad game, but Neverending Nightmares felt like an unfinished piece
With a heavy heart, i have to refund this and spend it on something that worth more on the same price\\
I recommend to get it on sale

Final score: 6.5\/10. i dont know how to use this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 help me
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